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The energy efficiency analysis is a prerequisite for the construction of the integrated energy
system (IES). In this study, a novel energy efficiency analysis method is proposed
considering different energy subsystems in the IES. First, the energy efficiency index of
the subsystems and conversion devices is formed for elaborating their influence on the IES.
The IES is composed of four energy subsystems, i.e., power/gas/heat/cooling
subsystems, and six energy conversion devices. Next, the energy efficiency
contribution models of energy subsystems and conversion devices are proposed
based on their energy efficiency index, respectively. Then, in order to calculate the
energy flow in the IES, an equivalent topological model of the IES weighted directed
graph is proposed to calculate the energy efficiency contribution. Finally, an actual park is
employed to illustrate the validity of the proposed analysis method.

Keywords: integrated energy system, weighted directed graph, energy efficiency contribution, energy efficiency,
energy quality coefficient

INTRODUCTION

Energy is the fundamental and motivation of society development. With the rapid growth of the
economy, the energy demand has a sharp increase. In the past, the main source for the energy
demand is the traditional fossil energy sources, such as coal and oil. However, these fossil energy
sources caused a huge concern on the environment pollution.

Therefore, in order to cope with the challenges of environmental pollution and shortage of
conventional energy (Zhang et al., 2020), the concept of IES has gained widespread attention (Wang
et al., 2017) because it can realize the various energy complementarity (Xue, 2015). In order to
achieve the purpose of the IES, it is important to improve the energy utilization efficiency of
IES(Abu-Rayash and Dincer, 2020).

The global renewable and sustainable energy industry has witnessed a rapid development over the
past decades (Wang et al., 2020). Energy efficiency is a generic index to measure the relationship
between the input and output of the energy. There are many energy efficiency assessment methods
being proposed and are mainly based on the first law of thermodynamics and the second law of
thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics focuses on the “quantity” of energy and is mainly
studied in the content of heat pumps (Willem et al., 2017), combining cooling, heat, and power
(CCHP) units (Wang et al., 2015), HVAC (Alves et al., 2016), and the IES. The second law of
thermodynamics focuses on the “quality” of energy. It uses the size of the exergy to evaluate
differences in the ability of doing work. The assessment method based on the second law of
thermodynamics is frequently utilized in the field of thermodynamic engineering. The first law of
thermodynamics ignores the difference of energy grade and the loss of “quality” of the energy in the
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system. While the second law of thermodynamics considers these
problems. Therefore, the energy efficiency assessment method
used in this paper adopts the second law of thermodynamics.

There are many researches using the assessment method based
on thermodynamics to analyze energy systems’ energy efficiency.
Birol and Keppler (2000) propose that the energy efficiency of the
system can be improved from two aspects. The first one
introduces new technologies that can increase the productivity
of each energy unit, and the second one adjusts the price of energy
through economic instruments, but they ignore the reasonable
utilization of energy devices which can improve the energy
efficiency economically. In Miao et al. (2020), the layering
approach has been applied to evaluate the energy efficiency of
the IES, and the energy utilization structure of the IES is
proposed. While this work does not consider the influence of
energy types in the layering approach, Filippini and Hunt (2016);
Zou et al. (2013); and Kavousian and Rajagopal (2014) propose a
new indicator to evaluate the energy efficiency of the system
named energy intensity. The energy efficiency evaluation models
considering energy intensity can eliminate the bad factors like
unnecessary energy consumption from all production sections of
the system. Torres et al. (2018) and Choi et al. (2018) investigate
effective ways to improve the energy efficiency of energy storage
devices, and the results show that improvements in the energy
efficiency of energy storage devices contribute to the availability
of the system. Nevertheless, this research ignores the analysis of
the operation cost of the energy storage device, which may reduce
the energy efficiency of the IES. Liu et al. (2020) propose an
improved dynamic energy grading system to evaluate energy in
the building. However, this study ignores the analysis of
multienergy coupling in the building. Elmirghani et al. (2018)
propose some techniques to improve the energy efficiency in
general, while this measure ignores the internal energy flow
relationship of the evaluation object. Obviously, many studies
concentrate on the analysis of system energy efficiency, but
paying little attention to the energy grade and difference.

To address these problems, this work proposes the definition of
energy efficiency contribution based on themarginal contribution.
Actually, “marginal contribution” means “marginal utility”. It is a
terminology of finance. In microeconomics, the marginal utility
means when adding (or removing) a unit of goods or service, the
utility increasing (or decreasing) the income of the goods or
service. This definition reflects the derivative of the utility to
the goods or service. According to this concept, the energy
efficiency contribution is represented when the energy
efficiency of the energy subsystem or device adds (or removes)
a unit, the utility increasing (or decreasing) the energy efficiency of
the integrated energy system. Therefore, this article utilizes the
partial derivative to define the energy efficiency contribution. First,
the structure of the IES is described detailedly and the energy
efficiency model of the IES is obtained. Next, according to the
definition of energy efficiency, the energy efficiency index of
energy subsystems and conversion devices can be obtained.
Then, according to the content above, the energy efficiency
contribution models of the energy subsystems and devices can
be deduced. Finally, this study adopts a weighted directed graph
modeling the IES to handle the energy efficiency contribution

models. Compared with traditional energy efficiency assessment
methods, this method is innovative in that it proposes the concept
of energy efficiency contribution according to the different
contribution degree of energy subsystems to the energy
efficiency of the IES, which reasonably reveals the hierarchy of
energy efficiency of energy subsystem.

The rest of this study is structured as follows. Description
About Energy Efficiency Indexes of the IES introduces the energy
efficiency expression of the IES in detail. In Energy Efficiency
Index of Subsystems and Energy Conversion Devices, energy
efficiency models of subsystems and energy conversion devices
are proposed and illustrated. Then the energy efficiency
contribution models of each subsystem and energy conversion
devices are provided in Energy Efficiency Contribution Models for
Energy Subsystems and Impact of Energy Conversion Devices on
the IES. Energy Efficiency Contribution Method Based on
Weighted Directed Graph provides a feasible-solution method
to the energy efficiency contribution models. Then its simulation
analysis on the energy efficiency contribution of each subsystem
is provided in Case Study. Some conclusions are finally drawn in
Conclusion.

DESCRIPTION OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
INDEXES OF THE IES

The Structure of the IES
This article considers four types of energy, i.e., power, heat,
cooling, and natural gas. The IES can be divided into the
power subsystem, the heat subsystem, the cooling subsystem,
the natural gas subsystem, and the energy conversion devices like
power boiler, combined heat and power (CHP) unit, power to gas
(P2G), gas boiler, and absorption chiller, as shown in Figure 1.
Each energy subsystem includes energy transmission, storage,
and load. These energy conversion devices include the conversion
and transmission of energy, and the loss of transmission is not
considered. The natural gas can be converted into heat by the gas
boiler. The waste heat recovery boiler in the CHP converts the
natural gas into heat, and the gas turbine in the CHP converts the
natural gas into power. P2G can convert the off-peak power into
natural gas which is easy to store. In addition, refrigeration
equipment can convert the power into cooling or into heat by
the power boiler. The absorption chiller can convert the heat into
cooling, and it is one of the energy inputs of the cooling
subsystem.

This section mainly analyzes the energy efficiency assessment
model of the IES, making preparation for the analysis of the
energy efficiency of energy subsystems and energy conversion
devices.

Energy Efficiency Assessment Model of
the IES
The energy efficiency of the IES can be defined as the ratio of the
energy demand to the energy input from the external system. It
can reflect the energy loss in the IES. When the system contains
energy storage device, it needs to be considered in the process of
energy transmission.
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The traditional calculation method of energy efficiency only
considers the quantity superposition of energy. However, the
energy system has another important attribute like quality, which
has been ignored. The quality of energy means the degree of the
energy level. If the energy system ignores the difference in energy
level, it cannot represent the degree of energy utilization
accurately. As a result, the energy quality loss in the IES
cannot be revealed. Therefore, in this research, an energy
efficiency assessment model considering the energy quality
coefficient is established.

The energy quality coefficient is defined as the ratio of the
work did by different energy system to their total energy, which
can be shown as

ωe � Wdw

Wt
, (1)

whereWdw is the work did by one of the energy systems andWt is
the total energy.

The energy quality coefficient reflects the ability of the energy
which does work. This ability is usually a fixed value in a standard
environment and never vary due to different conversion devices.
The detailed formulas for calculating the energy quality
coefficient can be found in some papers. Thus, the integrated
energy efficiency can be expressed as

ηIES′ �
∑
i
liλi +∑

i
εiSs/iCi

∑
j
PjCj + ∑

i
(1 − εi)Sr/iCi

(2)

where Pj denotes the energy input from the external network; li
denotes the load demand for energy i; Ci, Cj denotes the energy
quality coefficients of energy i and j; Ss/i, Sr/i indicates the stored
and discharged energy value of energy i; εi indicates the state of
the energy storage device, which is 1 when storing energy and 0
when discharging energy.

The energy flow in each subsystem can be clearly seen in
Figure 1. Based on the energy flow of all subsystems, the
integrated energy efficiency ηIES can be expressed as

ηIES �
(lp + Ss/p)Cp + (lh + Ss/h)Ch + (lc + Ss/c)Cc + (lg + Ss/g)Cg(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc

(3)

where Pp, Pg represent the power and natural gas purchased from
the external pipeline network, respectively; lp, lh, lc, lg indicate
power, heat, cooling, and gas load, respectively; Ss/p, Ss/h, Ss/c, Ss/g
represent the actual energy stored after taking into account the
storage loss of the power, heat, cooling, and gas storage device,
respectively; Sr/p, Sr/g, Sr/h, Sr/c represent the actual energy
discharged after taking into account the energy loss of the
power, gas, heat, and cooling storage device, respectively; CE,
CG, CH represent the energy quality coefficient for power, natural
gas, and heat energy; Cp, Ch, Cc, Cg represent the energy quality
coefficient for power, heat, cooling, and air load.

According to the energy flow, the load demand of each
subsystem, i.e., lp, lh, lc, lg can be shown as

lp � Wp − Ep−c − Ep−h − Ep−g − cpSs/p/ηs/p (4)

lh � Wh − Hh−c − chSs/h/ηs/h (5)

lc � Wc − ccSs/c/ηs/c (6)

lg � Wg − Gg−h − Gchp − cgSs/g/ηs/g (7)

where Wp, Wh, Wc, Wg denote the supply of power, heat, cooling,
and gas; Ep-c, Ep-h, Ep-g represent the power energy consumed to form
cooling, heat, and gas, respectively; Hh-c indicates the heat energy
consumed to form cooling; Gg-h, Gchp represent the amount of
natural gas supplied to the gas boiler, CHP by the natural gas
subsystem, respectively; cp, ch , cc , cg indicate the state of the power,
heat, cooling, and gas storage device, with 1 for storing and 0 for
discharging; ηs/p, ηs/h, ηs/c, ηs/g indicate the energy storage efficiency
of power, heat, cooling, and gas storage device, respectively.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY INDEX OF
SUBSYSTEMS AND ENERGY
CONVERSION DEVICES
The energy efficiency represents the ratio of the demand to the
supply of the power/natural gas/cooling/heat subsystem. It
reflects the energy loss during the transmission and storage
process of energy subsystem. Similarly, the efficiency of the
energy conversion device reflects the utilization degree of
energy. In this section, the energy efficiency model of each

FIGURE 1 | The structure of the integrated energy system.
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energy subsystem is conducted according to the formula above. In
addition, the efficiency model of the energy conversion device is
established as well.

Energy Efficiency Index of Energy
Subsystems
Power Subsystem
In the power subsystem, the energy efficiency can be expressed as

ηp �
Wp,out

Wp,in
(8)

where ηp is the energy efficiency; Wp,out and Wp,in are the energy
output and input of the subsystem, respectively.

The input power is mainly obtained in three ways: it can be
purchased from the main grid, obtained by energy conversion
device, and discharged by the storage battery:

Wp,in � Pp + Echp + (1 − cp)Sr/p/ηr/p (9)

where ηr/p is the discharging efficiency of the energy storage
battery and Echp is the power generated by the combined heat and
power unit.

The output is usually provided for power load and storage
battery; otherwise, it is converted into other energy, i.e., natural
gas, heat, and cooling energy:

Wp,out � Wp − cpSs/p⎛⎝ 1
ηs/p

− 1⎞⎠ (10)

where Wp is the total power supply and ηs/p is the charging
efficiency of the battery.

In the power transmission process, it is worth pointing out the
problem of the bus voltage level and the line transmission efficiency.
Therefore, it needs to consider the bus voltage level and the power
loss on the line. The power supply can be expressed in

Wp � [(Pp + Echp)ηt + (1 − cp)Sr/p]ηl (11)

where ηt and ηl are the efficiency of the translator and power line,
respectively.

Substituting (9, 10) into (8), the energy efficiency can be
written as

ηp �
Wp − cpSs/p( 1

ηs/p
− 1)

Pp + Echp + (1 − cp)Sr/p/ηr/p (12)

Natural Gas Subsystem
In the natural gas subsystem, the energy input is mainly from the
purchased gas and the gas transferred from the energy conversion
devices. The output is provided for gas load and gas storage device
and converted into power or heat.

Wg,in � Pg + Gp−g + (1 − cg)Sr/g/ηr/g (13)

Wg,out � Wg − cgSs/g⎛⎝ 1
ηs/g

− 1⎞⎠ (14)

where ηs/g and ηr/g are the storage and discharge efficiency of the
gas storage device.

The gas supply can be written as

Wg � Pg + Gp−g + (1 − cg)Sr/g (15)

where Gp-g represents the natural gas generated by power energy
through P2G.

Natural gas is a kind of gas energy; there could not be too
much loss during the process of gas transmission and storage. The
energy efficiency index of the natural gas subsystem is defined as

ηg �
Wg − cgSs/g( 1

ηs/g
− 1)

Pg + Gp−g + (1 − cg)Sr/g/ηr/g (16)

Heat Subsystem
In the heat subsystem, the input is mainly from the heat
transferred from the energy conversion devices and the heat
discharged by heat energy storage devices. The output is provided
for heat load and heat storage device and converted into cooling
energy.

Wh,out � Wh − chSs/h( 1
ηs/h

− 1) (17)

Wh,in � Hg−h + Hchp−h +Hg−h + (1 − ch)Sr/h/ηr/h (18)

where ηs/h and ηr/hindicate the efficiency of the heat storage device
in storing and discharging heat, respectively.

During the process of heat transmission and storage, there
may exist the loss of temperature, which should be taken into
consideration. In this article, the energy consumption rate of
pipelines is utilized to describe the loss of temperature (Kong
et al., 2020). Hence, the heat supply can be expressed as

Wh � [Hg−h +Hchp−h +Hp−h + (1 − ch)Sr/h](1 − 0.01lhσh) (19)

where Hg-h, Hchp-h represent the heat energy produced by natural
gas through gas boiler and waste heat recovery boiler,
respectively; Hp-h indicates the heat energy generated by power
through power boiler; lh indicates the length of the heat pipe
network; σh represents the dissipation rate per 100 m of the heat
pipe network.

The energy efficiency index of the heat subsystem is defined as

ηh �
Wh − chSs/h( 1

ηs/h
− 1)

Hg−h +Hchp−h + Hp−h + (1 − ch)Sr/h/ηr/h (20)

Cooling Subsystem
In the cooling subsystem, the energy input is mainly from the
cooling energy transferred from the energy conversion devices
and the cooling energy discharged by the cooling storage device.
The output is provided for the cooling load, cooling storage
device.

Wc,out � Wc − ccSs/c( 1
ηs/c

− 1) (21)

Wc,in � Cp−c + Ch−c + (1 − cc)Sr/c/ηr/c (22)
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where ηs/c and ηr/c indicate the efficiency of the storage and
discharge of the cooling storage device.

Similar to the heat subsystem, there also exists the loss of
temperature during the process of energy transmission and
storage. The total supply quantity of cooling energy
considering the energy consumption rate can be expressed as

Wc � [Cp−c + Ch−c + (1 − cc)Sr/c](1 − 0.01lcσc) (23)

where Cp-c indicates the cooling energy converted by
refrigeration equipment; Ch-c indicates the cooling energy
converted by absorption chiller; lc is the length of the cool
pipe network; σc indicates the dissipation rate per 100 m of the
cool pipe network.

The energy efficiency index of the cooling subsystem is
defined as

ηc �
Wc − ccSs/c( 1

ηs/c
− 1)

Cp−c + Ch−c + (1 − cc)Sr/c/ηr/c (24)

Efficiency Index of Energy Conversion
Devices
In the IES, the energy conversion devices play a necessary role in
making a close relationship among the subsystem above.
Therefore, the efficiency index of the energy conversion
devices should be considered to analyze the energy efficiency
of the IES objectively. In this subsection, efficiency indexes of six
energy conversion devices are given as follows.

1) Power-to-Heat Device

In this study, the power-to-heat device is considered as the
power boiler. According to the concept of the energy quality
coefficient in Description About Energy Efficiency Indexes of the
IES, the efficiency index of the power boiler can be written as

ηp−h �
Ch

CE
λcop(p−h) (25)

where λcop(p−h) is the heating coefficient.

2) Power-to-Cool Device

The power-to-cool device is usually considered as refrigeration
equipment. The efficiency index of the refrigeration equipment is

ηp−c �
Cc

CE
λcop(p−c) (26)

where λcop(p−c) is the cooling factor for the power-to-cool device.

3) Combined Heat and Power Unit

The combined heat and power unit is composed of the gas
turbine and the waste heat recovery boiler. The gas turbine can
convert the natural gas into power and heat, and the waste heat
recovery boiler can reutilize the waste heat which is generated in

the process of energy conversion. Hence, the efficiency index of
the combined heat and power unit is

ηchp �
CEEchp + CsHchp−h

CGGchp
(27)

where Cs is the energy quality coefficient of hot steam.

4) Device Converting Natural Gas to Heat

Besides the combined heat and power unit, the gas boiler is
also an efficient device converting gas to heat and its efficiency
index can be given as

ηg−h �
Ch

CG
λcop(g−h) (28)

where λcop(g−h)is the heat production coefficient of the gas boiler.

5) Heat-to-Cool Device

The heat-to-cool device in the IES is usually considered as the
absorption chiller. The efficiency index of the absorption chiller is

ηh−c �
Cc

CH
λcop(h−c) (29)

where λcop(h−c) indicates the heat-to-cool coefficient of an
absorption chiller.

6) P2G Device

The efficiency index of the P2G device is

ηp−g �
Cg

CE
λcop(p−g) (30)

where λcop(p−g) denotes the coefficient of the power-to-gas of P2G.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CONTRIBUTION
MODELS FOR ENERGY SUBSYSTEMS

The energy efficiency of the IES is determined by that of each
subsystem. However, due to the fact that each subsystem has
different influence on the efficiency of IES, it is hard to measure
the contribution of subsystems to the IES. Therefore, in this
section, an energy efficiency contribution model for subsystem is
proposed. The IES operator can classify the subsystems according
to their contributions. When the energy efficiency of IES
decreases, the IES operator should adjust the subsystem whose
contribution is high to enhance the efficiency of the IES.

Actually, the contribution degree in this research means marginal
utility. It reflects the variation degree of the energy efficiency at one
point of time. Therefore, this study uses partial derivative to express
the energy efficiency contribution. Thus, the contributions of
subsystems can be defined as the partial derivatives demanded by
ηIES on ηp, ηg , ηh, and ηc. We use ζ to represent the energy efficiency
contribution. We use energy efficiency contribution to represent the
energy efficiency contribution degree of the energy subsystems and
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conversion devices to the integrated energy system, and the positive
or negative of this value indicates whether the influence of the energy
subsystem and the energy conversion devices to the integrated energy
system is positive or negative. The positive correlation represents that
the larger the energy efficiency contribution of the subsystems and
devices is, themore obvious the integrated energy efficiency increases.
The negative correlation represents that the larger the energy
efficiency contribution of the subsystems and devices is, the more
obvious the integrated energy efficiency decreases.

Energy Efficiency Contribution of the Power
Subsystem
According to Eqs 2, 3, 12, the energy efficiency contribution of
the power subsystem can be obtained as

ζp � Cp(Pp + Echp + (1 − cp)Sr/p/ηr/p)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE

+(Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1 (31)

where is the partial derivative demanded by ηIES on ηp. cp
indicates the operating state of the energy storage device,
which is 1 when storing energy and 0 when discharging energy.

When the energy storage device is in the storage state, the
energy efficiency contribution of the power subsystem is

ζp � Cp(Pp + Echp)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(32)

And when the energy storage device is in the discharge state, the
energy efficiency contribution can be obtained as

ζp � Cp(Pp + Echp

+ Sr/p/ηr/p)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(33)

These formulas represent different expressions of the formula
under different working conditions of the energy storage device.

Energy Efficiency Contribution of Natural
Gas Subsystem
Similarly, the energy efficiency contribution of the natural gas
subsystem can be shown as

ζg � Cg(Pg + Gp−g + (1 − cg)Sr/g/ηr/g)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE

+(Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1 (34)

where is the partial derivative demanded by ηIES on ηg . cg
indicates the operating state of the energy storage device,
which is 1 when storing energy and 0 when discharging energy.

When the energy storage device is in storing, i.e., cg � 1, the
energy efficiency contribution is

ζ g � Cg(Pg + Gp−g)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(35)

When cg � 0, the energy efficiency contribution is

ζg � Cg(Pg + Gp−g + Sr/g /ηr/g)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG

+Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1 (36)

These formulas represent different expressions of the formula
under different working conditions of the energy storage device.

Energy Efficiency Contribution of Heat
Subsystem
The energy efficiency contribution of the heat subsystem can be
obtained as

ζh � Ch(Hg−h + Hchp−h +Hp−h + (1 − ch)Sr/h/ηr/h)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE

+ (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(37)

where the partial derivative demanded by ηIES is on ηh. ch
indicates the operating state of the energy storage device,
which is 1 when storing energy and 0 when discharging energy.

When ch � 1, the energy efficiency contribution is

ζh � Ch(Hg−h + Hchp−h + Hp−h)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(38)

When ch � 0, the energy efficiency contribution is

ζh � Ch(Hg−h +Hchp−h +Hp−h + Sr/h/ηr/h)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE

+(Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1 (39)

These formulas represent different expressions of the formula
under different working conditions of the energy storage device.

Energy Efficiency Contribution of Cooling
Subsystem
The energy efficiency contribution of the cooling subsystem can
be obtained as

ζ c � Cc(Cp−c + Ch−c

+ (1 − cc)Sr/c/ηr/c)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(40)

where is the partial derivative demanded by ηIES on ηc. cc
indicates the operating state of the energy storage device,
which is 1 when storing energy and 0 when discharging energy.

When cc � 1, the energy efficiency contribution is

ζ c � Cc(Cp−c

+ Ch−c)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(41)

When cc � 0, the energy efficiency contribution is

ζ c � Cc(Cp−c + Ch−c

+ Sr/c/ηr/c)[(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hCH + Sr/cCc]−1
(42)

In conclusion, the energy efficiency contributions above are
positively correlated to the energy efficiency of the IES.
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IMPACT OF ENERGY CONVERSION
DEVICES ON THE IES

For the energy conversion devices among energy subsystems in
this study, it is necessary to analyze the impact of energy
conversion devices on the energy efficiency of the IES. The
energy conversion devices influence the flexibility of the
system and play a key role in the energy efficiency of the IES.
In this article, the energy conversion devices include CHP unit,
gas boiler, power boiler, absorption chiller, P2G device, and
refrigeration equipment. Similar to the contribution of the
subsystems in Energy Efficiency Contribution Models for
Energy Subsystems, the contribution of each energy conversion
device to the IES can be defined as the partial derivatives
demanded by ηIES on ηp−h, ηp−c, ηchp, ηg−h, ηh−c, and ηp−g . We
use ζp−h、ζp−c、ζ chp、ζg−h、ζh−c and ζp−g to represent the
energy efficiency contribution of the energy conversion devices.

1) Power-to-Heat Device

According to Eqs 3, 25, the contribution of power boilers can
be written as

ζp−h � CE(lh + Ss/h)[λcop(p−h)((Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hλH + Sr/cCc)]−1
(43)

where the partial derivative is demanded by ηIES on ηp−h. We use
this formula to represent the energy efficiency contribution
degree of the power boiler.

2) Power-to-Cool Device

According to Eqs 3, 26, the contribution of the refrigeration
equipment is

ζp−c � CE(lc + Ss/c)[λcop(p−c)((Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hλH + Sr/cCc)]−1
(44)

where the partial derivative is demanded by ηIES on ηp−c. We use
this formula to represent the energy efficiency contribution
degree of the refrigeration equipment.

3) Combined Heat and Power Unit

The CHP unit consists of a gas turbine and a waste heat
recovery boiler, and its impact on energy efficiency is also
determined by these devices. According to Eqs 3, 27, the
contribution of CHP unit can be obtained as

ζ chp �
(lp + Ss/p)Cp + (lh + Ss/h)Ch + (lc + Ss/c)Cc + (lg + Ss/g)Cg(Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)(CEEchp + CsHchp−h) + Sr/hλH + Sr/cCc

Gchp

(45)

where the partial derivative is demanded by ηIES on ηchp. We use
this formula to represent the energy efficiency contribution
degree of the combined heat and power unit.

4) Gas-to-Heat Device

According to Eqs 3, 28, the contribution of gas boiler can be
written as

ζ g−h �CG

(lh + Ss/h)[λcop(g−h)((Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hλH + Sr/cCc)]−1
(46)

where the partial derivative is demanded by ηIES on ηg−h. We use
this formula to represent the energy efficiency contribution
degree of the gas boiler.

5) Heat-to-Cool Device

According to Eqs 3, 29, the contribution of the absorption
chiller is

ζh−c � CH(lc + Ss/c)[λcop(h−c)((Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hλH + Sr/cCc)]−1
(47)

where the partial derivative is demanded by ηIES on ηh−c. We use
this formula to represent the energy efficiency contribution
degree of the absorption chiller.

6) Power-to-Gas Device

According to Eqs 3, 30, the contribution of the P2G device can
be written as

ζp−g � CE(lg + Ss/g)[λcop(p−g)((Pp + Sr/p)CE + (Pg + Sr/g)CG + Sr/hλH + Sr/cCc)]−1
(48)

where the partial derivative is demanded by ηIES on ηp−g . We use
this formula to represent the energy efficiency contribution
degree of the P2G.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CONTRIBUTION
METHOD BASED ON WEIGHTED
DIRECTED GRAPH
This section proposes an energy efficiency contribution solution
method based on a weighted directed graph (Qin et al., 2021).
From the above equations, it can be seen that the solution of the
model depends on the input and output energy flows, while the
physical properties of the integrated energy flows can be
simplified by means of a directed graph, establishing a
description of the steady-state energy flow relationship of the
system.

A directed graph includes the set of nodes T as well as the set of
branches L; we represent it by D(T, L). The node sets are used to
describe the input, output, conversion, and storage nodes of
energy within the system, while the branch set represents the
connection between nodes. The direction from node i to node j is
denoted by e(i, j), and the energy transferred from node i to node j
is denoted by eij. In addition, weights are assigned to the branches
to characterize the energy loss between the nodes, and the size of
the weights indirectly reflects the length of the branch. As shown
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in Figure 2, nodes 1 and 2 represent the purchased natural gas
and power energy, respectively, and nodes 15, 16, 17, and 18
represent the energy demand side of the system.

According to the definition of a weighted directed graph, the
system can be described in terms of a normalized node matrix
(Wang et al., 2019). Supposing that there are N nodes and B
branches organized, the node-branch incidence matrix (Li et al.,
2019) A�(aik)N×B is a N × B matrix; i.e.,

aik �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1, if branch lk starts from node i
−1 if branch lk ends with node i
0, if branch lk is not connected with node i

(49)

where lk denotes the k-th edge, k � 1, 2, ···, m.
Considering the value of the weight on each branch, it is

necessary to create the weight matrix and define the weight on the
branch as

ηij � {−ln μij, e(i, j) ∈ L
0, e(i, j) ∉ L

(50)

where µij is the energy conversion efficiency between the
two nodes.

This article defines S as a path from an input node to an output
node. X � (x1, x2,···, xm)T represents the connection relationship
between nodes. The elements inX are all binary variables, as shown in

xk � { 1, ek ∈ S
0, ek ∉ S

, k � 1, 2,/,m (51)

where ek denotes the k-th edge, and the length of the path S can be
calculated as

ds � ∑
k

ηijxk (52)

Based on the weighted directed graph, the energy flow value
required from the starting point can be calculated by the length of
the path considering the end node needs per unit of energy flow.
It can also obtain the energy flow of all nodes in the path to
calculate the energy efficiency of the system and the energy
conversion devices and then analyze their contribution.

We use the path length of the weighted directed graph to
calculate the energy flow from which the starting point needs

supply, when the end exports unit energy flow. According to the
weighted directed graph model, we can adopt a discretized energy
flow calculation method to handle the energy efficiency model.
The specific solution steps can be seen in Figure 3.

1) Initialize the energy flow value of each side in the system
weighted directed graph model, and calculate the initial
value of the input energy flow value and output energy flow
value of the system. Meanwhile, initializing two weight
matrices of the system. This step is used to handle some
presets of the system.

2) Discretize the energy flow of each output node known by the
system into a number of unit step lengths. If a certain energy
flow value Δp is used as the step length, the output energy flow
of the system shown in Figure 2 is discretized, respectively.

3) Find a feasible path from each input node to each output node
to form the path set of the system. In Figure 2, all available
paths from input node 1 to output node 15 can be obtained by
solving Eq. 52. After obtaining the path set of the system, the
system paths will be sorted according to certain priority rules.

4) The priority path is selected according to the priority order,
and the current path length dl of the system is calculated using
formula (52) to obtain the increment edlΔp of the input node
energy flow value of the system in the unit step length. At the
same time, the energy flow value increment of each side in the
path is traced. Based on the previous calculation of the energy
flow value, superimpose the new calculated value and judge
whether the capacity of the side is exceeded. If the capacity of
the edge is exceeded, the path will be deleted from the path set.

5) Judge whether the output node of the system has reached the
expected energy output demand. If the system demand has been
met, all paths ending at the node will be deleted from the path set.

6) According to the calculation results of the energy flow value of
each side, update the weightmatrix and the path set in the system.

7) Circulate until the system path set is empty or the energy flow
of each output node reaches the setting value and complete the
energy flow calculation of the system.

8) According to the input and output energy flow values, the
energy efficiency contribution models will be calculated.

CASE STUDY

System Description
The case study does not analyze the energy efficiency contribution
of the energy conversion devices singly, because the content has
included the study of the energy conversion devices efficiency in
the process of simulating the energy efficiency contribution of the
energy subsystem. And the energy flow in the energy subsystems
can be calculated by the analysis of the energy conversion devices.
As we all know, the energy efficiency contribution of the devices to
the integrated energy system is very small. The energy loss of the
energy transmission, storage, and supply in the energy subsystem is
the main reason of influencing the system energy efficiency.
Therefore, we simulate the energy efficiency contribution of the
energy subsystemmainly and do not analyze the energy conversion
devices.

FIGURE 2 | The weighted directed graph of the IES.
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Taking a demonstration park as an example, Phase I and Phase
II projects are carried out gradually in temporal sequence, and
every project has “cooling/heat/power/gas” load demand. Phase I
was the first to be built, using the traditional energy supply
method to meet the multiple loads demand in the area. The
power load is supplied by purchased power and energy storage
device like batteries, and the cooling load is supplied by
refrigeration equipment and energy storage device, and the
heat load is supplied by gas boiler and the gas load is
provided by purchased natural gas. Phase II adopts
multienergy complementarity of the IES to meet the load
demand in the park. The installed capacity and efficiency of
all equipment are shown in Table 1.

The data of cooling/heat/power/gas load in summer typical
day are shown in Figure 4. The cooling load and natural gas load
mainly come from appliance load. The heat load mainly includes
drying technology load and appliance load. Power load includes
production load and appliance load.

Results of the Energy Efficiency
Contribution of the Park
Firstly, it is assumed that the configured capacity of the CHP unit
is equal to its operating power, the energy efficiency contribution
of the park is calculated by using the energy efficiency
contribution equation, and the evaluation period is 24 h. The
data of Phase II are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the power subsystem has the
highest energy efficiency contribution in the construction of the

IES, followed by the natural gas subsystem. While the heat
subsystem and the cooling subsystem have a relatively low
energy efficiency contribution. The power subsystem has the
highest energy efficiency contribution, because the park has very
high load demand for power energy and needs to purchase power
from the external grid. Moreover, the power subsystem contacts
with other subsystems frequently. Otherwise, the energy efficiency
contribution of the power subsystem is lower than that of the
natural gas subsystem at points 9, 14, 15, 16, and 17. The decrease
in purchased power and the increase in demand for natural gas
during these time periods are the main reasons. This leads to the
increase in the energy efficiency contribution of the natural gas
subsystem. Natural gas, as a common primary energy source, has a
low load demand, but it is an important input energy source for
energy conversion equipment, which needs to be purchased from
the external gas grid. Therefore, it has a high energy efficiency
contribution. Although heat and cooling subsystems have a certain
load demand, they are supplied by the park itself. Therefore, the
energy efficiency contribution is relatively small. The heat
subsystem interacts with the other subsystems frequently;
therefore, the energy efficiency contribution is higher than that
of the cooling subsystem.

Figures 6–9 give the energy efficiency contribution
comparison of two construction areas. The energy efficiency
contribution of the subsystems in Phase II is higher than that
in Phase I. It shows that the manner of energy supply in the IES is
superior to the traditional manner. The results also prove the
validity of the calculation method of energy efficiency
contribution.

FIGURE 3 | Calculation steps based on the weighted directed graph.
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Impact of the Energy Storage Scheme on
the Energy Efficiency Contribution
Energy storage device is an important device in the energy
subsystem, which can realize peak cutting and valley filling.
Therefore, it plays an important role in the economic operation
of the IES. However, there is energy loss in the operation process of
the energy storage device, which will influence the energy efficiency
contribution value of the energy subsystem. This subsection takes
Phase II as an example and includes the battery and the cooling
storage device. This content analyzes the energy efficiency
contribution of different configuration schemes.

Four configuration schemes are developed according to the
requirements, where scheme 1 indicates that the energy

storage devices are all in operation, scheme 2 indicates that
only the cooling storage device is in operation, scheme 3
indicates that only the battery is in operation, and scheme 4
indicates that none of the energy storage devices are in
operation. The results are shown in Figure 10. Considering
the energy loss of the energy storage devices, the introduction
of energy storage devices will reduce the energy efficiency
contribution of the energy subsystem in the park. While the
operation cost of the system will decrease because of the
reasonable invocation of energy storage devices. The cost of
each configuration scheme is shown in Table 2.

Although the introduction of energy storage device will lead to
energy loss and reduce the energy efficiency contribution of
subsystems, they not only reduce the operation cost of the park,
but also realize peak cutting, and valley filling and reduce the

TABLE 1 | Parameter of regional energy devices.

Device Installed capacity of the energy equipment/MW Equipment
conversion efficiencyPhase Ⅰ Phase Ⅱ

CHP unit 0 4.0 Power generation: 0.35
Thermal generation: 0.4

Gas boiler 12.5 5.5 0.905
Power boiler 0 5.7 λcop(e−h) � 4
Absorption chiller 0 4.0 1.28
Refrigeration equipment 21.0 16.5 λcop(e−c) � 4.5
P2G 0 3.0 0.56
Battery 5.0 5.0 0.9
Cooling storage device 12.0 12.0 0.98

FIGURE 4 | Curves of power/heat/gas/cooling load in summer
typical day.

FIGURE 5 | Curves of energy efficiency contribution in Phase II.

FIGURE 6 | The comparison of the power subsystem.

FIGURE 7 | The comparison of the natural gas subsystem.
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frequent start-up and shut-down of units. Therefore, a
comprehensive planning of the park construction is required.

CONCLUSION

In this study, a method for calculating the energy efficiency
contribution of the IES is proposed and is simulated via the
case study. Through the calculation and analysis of the energy
efficiency contribution of energy subsystems and energy
conversion devices, some conclusions can be drawn as follows:

1) Due to the complementarity of multiple energy sources, this
article proposes the computational expressions of system energy
efficiency and energy conversion device efficiency. According to
these expressions, energy efficiency contribution models of the
energy subsystems are inferred to analyze the influence of energy
subsystem on the comprehensive energy efficiency. Hence, all
subsystems can be classified as adjustment basis when system
energy efficiency decreases.

2) The operation cost of the IES will increase when the energy
storage device is put in operation, but it will improve the energy
efficiency contribution of the system. Therefore, the construction
of the park needs to be planned rationally and takes into account
both the contribution index and the economic index.

The research results in this article present new content on the
basis of traditional energy efficiency assessment. As an
important index for the rational planning and operational

adjustment of the IES, the energy efficiency contribution
index can help system operator to choose a reasonable
operation plan under different energy supply methods,
configuration schemes and operation methods in the system,
which has guiding significance for improving the
comprehensive energy efficiency of the system.
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TABLE 2 | Operation cost under different configuration schemes.

Scheme 1 2 3 4

Operation Cost/Ұ 24,924.4 27,672.6 24,925.4 30,427.44
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